ANTHONY   EDEN
passage of a hundred and fifty years has only intensified
the meaning of the attitude Lord Auckland adopted in
1788 to the Anglo-French conversations. * I doubt much
whether this same conference may not do us more harm
than good, unless we were in a situation to go fully and
fairly into the question and to establish at least some lead-
ing principles as points on which we can eventually agree.
If, as will probably be the case, we enter into discussion of
this great subject without any definite purpose I do not
think we shall collect anything from the French ministers
which we do not know already, and yet we shall give them
the impression of our having nothing in view but to extend
information.'
It is not without interest that the annals of our diplo-
macy show the Eden of Montmorin speaking the same
language as the Eden of Mussolini.
What was the secret of our old nobility's unique sway?
How were they able to hand down office by self-appoint-
ment, power without challenge? One of the clues, I be-
lieve, is to be found in Pope's contention that * what is best
administered is best.' These families, within a narrow and
rigid framework, ruled well with deep understanding and
broad sympathy. But when Shelburne suggested reforming
the franchise—that was subversive, it threatened, as far as
they could see, the entire social order. The Gordon riots
were a dread warning. At the height of these dis-
turbances the future Lord Auckland, then comparatively
obscure, had written to Lord North: ' Unless the tone of
civil government is restored by some very serious exertion
we shall in forty-eight hours be in a state of anarchy, and
shall see a general plunder, attended perhaps with a mas-
sacre of all the most respectable men. In short, the situation
is most alarming, and without extreme activity and wise
decision the nation is undone.' There was the haunting

